Frequently Ask Questions:
1. Do we have a studio or equipment to rent/ loan?
2. Is there a fee or a membership?
3. What format do we take submissions on?
4. Where do I send my submissions? Can I stop by?
5. Do we have a community bulletin board or take PSA’s?
6. How can I find the guidelines, playback application or compliance form?
7. How long does it take find out if my submission has been approved?
Answers (for more in depth information about public access please checks out our guidelines at
http://la36.org/ch_publicaccess.html):
1. Are there studios or production equipment to rent/ loan?
a. No – Due to changes in the state law the city of Los Angeles in unable to provide Public
Access studios. In addition, LA36 does not have studio capacity or equipment for loan
for public access producers.
2. Is there a fee or a membership?
a. No fees, memberships or orientation classes needed
3. What format do we take submissions on?
a. We only accept submissions on DVD. No other formats will be considered.
4. Where do I send my submissions? Can I stop by?
a. WE DO NOT ACCEPT WALK INS OR DROP OFFS. Please mail your DVD’s, playback
application and compliance forms too:
LA36
Attn: Public Access
2301 East 7th Street
Suite A108, Mailbox 6
Los Angeles, CA 90023
5. How can I find the guidelines, playback application or compliance form?
a. Guidelines, playback application and compliance form can all be found on our website
at: http://la36.org/ch_publicaccess.html
6. Do we have a community bulletin board or take PSA’s?
a. No we do not have community bulletin board. We rarely have the opportunity to air
PSA’s but feel free to mail them on DVD and we will review them on a case by case
basis. Mail them to:
LA36
Attn: Program Coordinator
2301 East 7th Street
Suite A108, Mailbox 6
Los Angeles, CA 90023
7. How long does it take find out if my submission has been approved?
a. Depending on when you mail in your submissions it can take as long as 4 months to hear
back from a LA36 representative.

